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Colloidal DNA
Rudi Podgornik*, Helmut H Streyt and V Adrian Parsegian+
For practical and fundamental reasons, DNA assemblies have
become rewarding objects of study. Colloid physics is now
learning to connect the structures of these assemblies. with the
measurable physical forces that organize them. The subject
has ripened to the point where systematic inquiry and rigorous
testing of theories is to be expected.
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Introduction
Because colloid physics deals with thermodynamic phases
of and interactions between constituent macromolecules
or macromolecular complexes, it creates a logic to relate
molecular arrangements td" the interactions that create
them. During the past decade, following the thrust of
DNA research connected with its nature as a carrier of
genetic information, its physical properties are now being
studied with rene\\'ed intensity. Because of the variety of
its liquid-crystalline phases, the possibility to observe its
assemblies by X-ray diffraction and the ability to measure
its free energy of organization DNA is a surprisingly
instructive material.
'Ye shall concentrate on only some of the numerous investigations into the colloid state of DNA in solution and in
condensed phases. There are already excellent reviews on
some of the aspects omitted here [1,2). Nor will we discuss
the underlying molecular DNA-DNA interaction potentials that were treated in our previous review [3··). Rather,
we will describe the symmetries of different states of DNA
assemblies and how they relate to DNA-DNA interactions. The elegance of recent theories and the rigor of
recent experiments suggest that there are many instructive
possibilities for examining the connection between DNA
chirality and the different ways DNA molecules can'pack.

DNA mesophases
The equivalence of one ordered DNA mesophase and the
magnetic vortex phases in type II superconductors [4) has
thrust the liquid crystallinity of DNA into the mainstream
of socially acceptable physics-research topics. The
sequence of mesophases as a function of increasing DNA
concentration - isotropic, 'blue', cholesteric, line hexatic or
hexagonal columnar, crystalline - has been elucidated [2).

The nature of the transitions between different mesophases, especially between the isotropic solution and the
cholesteric (or the blue) phase and between thecholesteric
and the line hexatic phase, still need explanation. Since use
of a phase diagram means not only use of phase boundaries
'(bet\\'een different phases as functions of salt species and
concentration, DNA length, stiffness and temperature) but
also a complete mapping of the equation of state in each of
the phases [5), the phase diagram of DNA is still only partially determined.
In our view applied osmotic stress [6J, coupled to a structural probe such as X-rays, polarization microscopy or
Nr-.IR spectroscopy, is the best method to determine
simultaneously the equation of state and the structures of
DNA mesophases. This method avoids the problems of
multiple phase coexistence encountered in gravimetric
mixtures because the water, salt and DNA activities arc
controllably set. In Figure 1 we show an experimental isoionic strength (0.5 r-.O univalent salt cut through the phase
diagram going from the crystalline phase to the liquid
phase at room temperature. The equation of state is
phrased in terms of the DNA osmotic pressure dependence on DNA density, temperature, and salt
concentration; it provides the information for quantitative
theoretical analysis. Similar equations of state have been
obtained for lipid multilayer phases [7,8) and have been
successfully used for DNA [3··).

The cholesteric phase
The transition from isotropic DNA solution to the cholesteric phase has been studied experimentally both for short
(-50 nm) [9) and for very long (-2700 nm) molecules [10·).
It appears that the transition is first-order. Both studies
[9,10"1. however, used gravimetric mixtures of salt, DNA,
and water. These gravimetric studies leave unresolved
questions. In order to avoid the pitfalls created by the
redistribution of different components of the system, one
can set all chemical potentials by equilibrating against
large reservoirs [6). The chemical potential of water in this
setup gives the osmotic stress on the sample. The dependence of osmotic pressure on the concentrations for very
long DNA molecules (> 1 micron) suggests a weak firstorder transition in going from an isotropic solution to a
cholesteric ph~se [5).
Cholesteric phases arc thought to occur in a wide variety
of biological systems [11J. The chiral nature of the DNA
molecule is clearly visible in this phase through its polarization texture [2). Theorists have tried to relate the
microscopic chirality of the molecule and the macroscopic pitch of the cholesteric phase, but theoretical
explanation of the connection has been refractory for many
reasons. Chiral interactions appear to be inextricably
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Figure 1
The equation of state for DNA at 0.5 M NaCI
in the whole range of DNA densities, plotted
as effective interaxial spacing between the
molecules (assumed to be locally hexagonally
ordered). This plot is analogous to a single
isotherm of a van der Waals'-like phase
diagram. The two fits represent the equation
of state, firstly without any conformational
fluctuations and, secondly, with
conformational fluctuations leading to
fluctuation-enhanced interactions. The phase
boundarjes between the crystalline and line
hexatic phas,?s, as well as the line hexatic and
chiral phases are also depicted. There is a
region of densities .in which X-rays show two
peaks, which have not yet been assigned to
any of the known phases. The phase
boundary between the cholesteric and blue
phases has not been unequivocally detected
eiiher_ Data points: bold line, fit to theory with
thermal fluctuations; broken line, fit to theory
without any thermal fluctuations; diamonds
and squares, Bragg X-ray peaks; circles,
diffuse X-ray peaks; triangles, effective
spacing obtained via direct density
measurements. Data taken from (61).
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connected with biaxial correlations between molecules
[IZ"]; this condition makes the problem of calculating the
macrQscopic properties of the cholesteric phase starting
from microscopic interactions difficult [13]. Chirality also
implies the absencc of mirror symmetry. Because of this,
it is not a property associated with a single order parameter, such as those used in the Landau theories of phase
transitions [14].

The line hexatic phase
There is a continuous or weak first-order [5] tranSltlon
from the cholesteric phase to a denser phase characterized
by short-range positional order and long range bond-orientational order. Before its discovery, this line hexatic
phase [IS] was hypothesized to exist on purely theore.J,ical
grounds [16]. Unfortunately the cholesteric-7line hexatic
transition is even less characterized than the
isotropic-7cholesteric transition. The approaches to this
transition suggested up until now [17,18] have relied heavily on the use of thc semi-empirical Lindemann critcrion
coupled to fluctuation-cnhanced interactions. The
Lindemann criterion SfIISII sfliao, howcver, can be invoked
for this transition only by assuming that it is from a crystallinc-like (hexagonal columnar) to a liquid-like
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(cholesteric) phase. Therefore, for the liquid-7liquid transition, which thc cholesteric-7line hexatic transition
appears to be, the Lindemann criterion does not apply.
The non-crystalline nature of this high densjty DNA phase
is reflected also in its free energy that can be well rationalized within a nematic-like [19"] elastic theory valid in the
hexatic as well as in the cholesteric phase.
The intellectually appealing realization of the line hexatic
phase in DNA provokes fundamental questions. Should this
phase be able to exist only in a twisted conformation (twisted hexaric) [ZO] because DNA molecules are chiral? In a
t\\'isred hexatic the coupling between chirality and bond orientarional order would Jead to bond order in a macroscopic
sample that rotates around the long axes of the molecules,
making the systcm periodic in only one direction. The
obselved hexatic X-ray fingerprint [15], howcvcr, is cvidence against any strong twist of the bond orientational
order in this phase. The reasons for such a straight structure
have been frusuatingly elusive. One possibility might lie in
the connection between macroscopic chirality and shortrange biaxial correlati~ns [IZ"]. If biaxial correlations at
high density werc, for some rcason, small, thcn macroscopic
manifestations of chirality would be suppressed [Z1].
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Free energy
Paradoxically, though of biological origin, DNA pro'vides
physical information that is not readily available from most
liquid-crystal forming materials. The osmotic stress used
to measure intermolecular forces can be integrated over
the phase diagram to give free energies of phases for all
densities of DNA over a wide range of temperatures, salt
concentrations and salt types, and particularly for those
salts that effect DNA condensation [8]. It is apparently
taking theorists some time to realize that their theories can
be compared to precisely known free energies. There is no
place or justification for the still-fashionable qualitative
speculation abom DNA liquid-crystals and condensates
seen in v~~ious precipitates or gra\'imetric mixtures. We
have accurate frce energies now. Why not use them in
order to assess directly the effectivc charge on DNA molecules [19"] or even, more ambitiously to: assess any
changes in the persistence length of DNA due to long
range intersegment forces?

polymer arrays has gone through various amemlments.
Odijk [29J proposed a self-consistent theory of interactions
in' hexagonal polyelectrolytc arrays. It was supposed to
give a bener estimate for the fluctuation contribution to
the free energy but it instead led to algebraically decaying
fluctuation forces with no direct renormalization of the
dccay length. Undulation enhanced forces app.car to playa
fundamental rolc in many soft condensed maner systems.
They have becn studied in lamellar phases and hexagonal
gels to describe the transition from a hexagonal columnar
to a cholesteric phase [17]. Fluctuation-enhanced forces
werc im'okcd to approach the nematic~hexagonal liquid
crystalline transition [30]. Here, too, it was concluded that
conformational fluctuations lead to a rcnormalization of the
intcraction decay length. Fluctuations might produce a
sequence of regimes where the renormalization of' the
decay is two-fold, then four-fold; at longer distances there
is finally a regime with an interaction free energy that, like
steric fluctuation forces, decays algebraically with interaxial separation [27].

Experimentally, the interpretation of the osmotic pressure
data has been well worked Ollt in terms of microscopic
potentials between DNAs [19""J and is recently reviewed
in [3""]. This is true both for line hexatic and for cholestcrie phases. The magnitude of the hydration force that
dominates the energetics of the line hexatic phase (where
interaxial spacings are :s; 32 A) is similar to hydration forces
seen with lipids, polysacch~rides, and prmeins [22]. There
is littlc likelihood of more far-fetched force models [23]
that would pm these forces in DNA arrays on a completely and fundamentally different footing than in other
systems where the)' hav'c also been measured [22]. In uniunivalent salt solutions dcvoid of condensing counterions
[1], DNA-DNA interactions show no evidence of significant attractive forces either through countcrion correlation
or other charge fluctuations [3""].

Icc-like melting of hexagonal columnar crystals was also
described on the basis of fluctuation-enhanced interactions [31). The Einstein model of a stiff polymer in the
mean field of its neighbors leads to a four-fold renormalization of the decay length of the underlying soft
(screened electrostatic) repulsion potential [32]. The fourfold renormalization ofthe decay length emerges naturally
also from the theories of nematic polymers bascd on the
underlying Frank elastic energy with minimal assumptions for elastic constants [5,19""]. It is this theory that
should be applicable for DNA in the hexatic as well as in
the cholesteric phase; happily, the theoretically predicted
four-fold renormalization of the decay length is strongly
borne out in experiments covering a very extensivc range
of DNA density [19""].

Fluctuation-enhanced interactions

Colloidal aspects of gene therapy

In cholesteric phases (where interaxial spacings are ~ 32 A.),
rapidly decaying hydration forces lose sway to electrostatic
double Iaycr interactions [24]. The interactions weaken
expectant with increasing salt concentration in the bathing
solution bm often show exponential decay lengths much
longer than those expectcd from the double layer theory
[5,25). This expansion of the DNA-DNA force, quantified
through a renormalized value of the exponential decay
length has been ascribed to thc enhancing action of DNA
fluctuations. A renormalization of the electrostatic decay
length can be rationalized through several theorcticaL models [19"",26]. After corrcction for fluctuations,' forces
measured in this rcgime [5] basically conform to electrostatic double layer models [24]. This exponentially varying
interaction differs qualirati\'ely from the power-law variation
. cxpected to occur betwccn fluctllating hard-rods [27,28J.

Renormalized decay lengths
Though the original idea [19"",26] has remained the same,
the theory of fluctuation-enhanced interactions in flcxible

Curing diseases by correcting errant genetic code, or gcnc
therapy, has attracted much attention. t\Iany obstacles,
however, havc yet to be overcome before gene therapy can
become a practical alternative to conventional treatments.
In gene therapy one has to deliver a large piecc of DNA
into thc cell nuclcus instead of delivering a small chemical
drug. Strategies involve viral and non-viral based delivery
systems (see [33",34""] for an introduction). Here we will
discuss only one of the non-viral approaches [35], in particular DNA-cationic lipid complexes [36], pioneered by
Feigner e! 01. [37J. We fecI that many questions about how
these complexcs form can be addressed using the language
of colloidal interaction and complex fluids. Systematic
studies of the physical chemistry and colloidal properties
have JUSt begun.
For the application,of gene therapy several requiremcnts
have to be met. The aim is to pack as fcw copics of plasmid DNA as possiblc into vims-size complexes to increasc
the cfficiency of transformation, and to lise fcwcr plasmids
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to transfccc a Iargc number of cdls. At the same time thesc
complexes have to be stable in scrum while protecting the
DNA from nucleases and the immune system [38,39·].
Once in circulation, complexes have to penetrate thc target
cells membrane either by fusion or endocytosis (the
proccss by which cells take up molcculcs bound to its surfaces), and following that, in order for the DNA to be
expressed it has to get into the cell nuclcus [4"0·].
Sometimes more efficient endocytosis of complexes into
cells docs not lead to more expression because the DNA
cannot reach the nucleus [40·], All steps arc necessary for
successful transfection!
Several attempts have been made to create efficient small,
virus-size complexes. This can be done by controlling lipid
vesicle size by extrusion techniques before mixing them
with DNA [4I o J. Complexes seem (0 work best when there
are nlore charges on the available lipid than charges on
DNA [42]. When mixed, this positive 'o\'ercharge produces
small metastable complexes which can be used for transfection [41"]. In most cases helper lipids like DOPE or
cholesterol that mix with the cationic lipid imprO\'e efficiency [42J. l\lost probably, they do this by being able to
match better the surface charge density to the charge density on DNA than the cationic lipids on their own.
Sometimes the lipid itself forms small micelles which
CIiminates lipid extrusion [43]. Another interesting
approach uses single chain surf;y;tants that associate with
DNA into small, virus-size particles [44]. After this initial
assembly the surfactant is dimerized by two cysteines
(s'iilfur-containing amino acids) to form double-chained
lipids that stabilize the complexes.
Typically colloidal interactions arc taken to be nonspecific. Using these concepts when dealing with a
complex system like a cell requires caution. l\Iost of a cell's
interactions with its environment are very specific.
Therefore it is not surprising that endocytosis and transport to the nucleus is more dependent on the particular
chemical composition than on the structure of the complexes [42J: 1\lore studies of these specific mechanisms arc
needed to design better delivery systems.

DNA-cationic lipid complexes
Complexes of DNA with cationic lipids arc now widely
used for ill vitro transformation of cells with recombinant
plasmid DNA [45"]. Various lipid formulations arc commercially available for ill vitro delivery [46"J. The
equilibrium DNA-cationic lipid phase diagram \\'~.S
investigated only recently. DNA-eationic lipid complexes can exist in a variety of forms with different packing
symmetries. Explicit structural studies (small angle X-ray
spectroscopy) have confirmed the existence of honeycomb (I Koltover, T Said itt, jO Radler, CR Safinya,
pers~nal communication; sce note added in pioo£) and
lamellar [47",48"°] structures. A careful X-ray scattering
study of the lamellar phase revealed a fascinating new
liquid crystalline phase with orientationally ordered
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DNA layers intercalated between lipid bilayers as
reviewed in [49J.
Lamellar structures of DNA lipid complexes arc only
superficially similar to smectics. In reality, coupling
between intercalated two-dimensional DNA [50] layers
leads to a new 'sliding columnar' phase with long range correlations that are quite different from those seen in
t\\"O-dimensional smectics [51°,52°J, The nature of the molecular interactions in these phases is just as important as in
the case of their counterparts (sec above) in the bulk~ For
example, electrostatic interactions between DNAs intercalated bctween oppositely chargcd lipid bilayers in the
complexes are, in fact, a lower dimcnsional analog of the
counterion mediated forces between charged surfaces in
the bulk [53J, The stable separation between DNAs could
be due to the coupling between direct electrostatic forces
and the (cationic) lipid membrane mediatcd elastic attractive force [54J, The DNA-DNA equilibrium spacing in the
complex seen in experiments [48 oo J has also been
explained by a rather different model [55°,56] based purely
on electrostatics of DNA, counterions, and inhomogeneous
. charge distribution along the membrane surface. The corresponding Poisson-Boltzmann equation has been solved
both approximately [56] and numerically [55°J. The isoelectric puint of the complex appears to be unstable against
adsorption of extra DNA or lipid while the instability is due
to released counterion entropy [56J.
Analysis of the stability of honeycomb-like and spaghettilike structures [57] concludes that honeycomb-like
aggregates should be more stable. Lamellar bilaycr aggregates, howevcr, seem to be even more stable than
cylindrical ones [58J. Stable monophasic suspensions of
DNA-eationic lipid complexes are obtained only near
charge neutralization. For asymmetrie adsorption to cationic lipid bilaycrs DNA adsorption is coupled to a shape
transition of the supporting lipid bilayer, leading to encapsulation of DNA [59].

Conclusions
DNA assemblies have many properties in common with
those of liquid crystals in less accessible structures.
Lessons learned from DNA are likely to carry O\'er to those
other materials.
Osmotic stress measurements have mapped the entire
phase diagram of DNA assemblies. Derived equations of
state of these phas~s compel quantitative tests of models
of phase structure and formation.
Intermolecular forces can be systematically varied as functions oftemperature, salt activity, and salt type. In this way,
statistical mechanical theories may be tested over a wide
range of conditions.
The symmetries of different states are beginning to be reconciled with DNA-DNA interactions. The elegance of
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recent theories suggests that there are many instructive
possibilities examining the connection between chiml
DNA and the different ways it can pack.
Pmctical applications in gene thempy can use ideas
derived from the study of well-prepared thermodynamic
phases of pure DNA or DNA-lipid mixtures.
In the future we expect to see ever more detailed analyses
of the crystal-line hexatic transition and of the natme of
the line hexatic phase itself in terms of the underlying
interactions. Our understanding of (he phases and interactions in DNA arrays will become a model also for other
biologicaliy""rele\'ant polye1cctrolytes.

Note added in proof
The data referred as I Koltover el al., personal communication, has now been published [60].
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